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Let VC H be real separable Hilbert spaces. The abstract wave equation 
U” + A(t) I( =g(u), where u(t) E V, A(t) maps V to its dual V*, and g is a 
nonlinear map from the ball S(R,) = (u E Y: IIu 11 < R,} into H, is considered. It is 
assumed that g is locally Lipschitz in S(R,) and possibly singular at the boundary. 
Local existence and continuation theorems are established for the Cauchy problem 
u(O) = ug E S(R,), u’(0) = u, E H. Global existence is shown for g(u) = &d(u), 
where d has a potential and E is small. Global nonexistence is shown for 
g(u) = E)(U), where 4 satisfies an abstract convexity property and s is large. 
‘B 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Recently [2] the nonlinear initial boundary value problem 
utt - ux, = 4(U), o<x< l,t>O, 
U(f, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0, t > 0, (0.1) 
u(0, x) = u,(O, x) = 0, o<x< 1, 
where $ E C’(-co, M), M > 0, is a convex function with lim, -tM- 
g(u) = +a~, was shown to possess global solutions (in time) provided that E 
is small. It was also shown that for E large all solutions of (0.1) must quench 
in finite time. By quenching we mean that the solution u(t,x) reaches M in 
finite time and thus d(u) becomes infinite. Changing variables in (0.1) 
2 = XL, i= tL, and setting E = L * results in (0.1) again with E replaced by 1 
and x varying between 0 and L. In this way we can interpret the stated 
results as saying that global solutions exist for short semilinear strings but 
do not exist for long semilinear strings. This paper is a result of our 
investigation of this phenomena in several dimensions. 
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u(0) = 24, E v, u’(0) = Ul E H, 
where Vc H are real separable Hilbert spaces, A(t) is a linear operator from 
V to its dual V* of elliptic type, and g is a nonlinear map from a subset of V 
into H. The equations (0.2) are understood as equations in Hilbert space. 
This includes (0.1) if we take V=Hi(O, I), H=L’(O, I), and 
A = [-a2/axZ]. 
Since we have in mind g(u) = E@(U) as an application we must deal with 
the possibility that g may not be defined on all of V nor on all of the domain 
of A(t), {u E V: A(t)u E H}, for each t. This is a situation that has not been 
considered in the literature to our knowledge. For instance in Reed [6] the 
nonlinearity g must be defined at least on the domain of A (independent of 
t); no such requirement is made here. Instead we assume that g is defined on 
some ball about the origin in V. In the applications this apparently requires 
V c L “(D), where H = L’(O). Although we wanted to apply our work to 
the n-dimensional wave equation, the fact that H’(Q) & L”O(i2) (cf. 
Adams [l]) for n > 2 excluded this possibility. Of course if g is globally 
defined (for example if g E C(-co, +co) and g is Lipschitz) then our local 
existence theorem (Sect. 2) can be applied to the n-dimensional wave 
equation yielding a well-known result. 
Our analysis differs from that in [6] in another important way. The 
topology we use is that of continuous functions from the real line (or an 
interval) into the Hilbert space V. The norm of the derivative, u’(t), is not 
used. In this way we are able to show local existence provided that u,, is in a 
certain ball; there is no constraint on ui. This approach was necessary for 
the quenching theory in Section 4 and provided a more natural way for 
dealing with the type of singular forcing term considered. However, using 
this approach we cannot get an estimate on the interval of existence which is 
uniform over the ball containing z.+,. 
In Section 1 we collect some facts regarding the associated linear problem 
from the work of Lions and Magenes [5]. In Section 2 we prove a local 
existence and continuation theorem for (0.2) in which g is not necessarily 
globally delined nor defined on the domain of A(t). Then in Sections 3 and 4 
we take g(u) = E&U) where E > 0; we prove a global existence theorem for E 
sufficiently small and show that global solutions cannot exist for E large 
provided that $ satisfies an abstract convexity property. In the applications it 
turns out that we need an eigenfunction for A which is positive on Q in order 
that a real convex function 4 satisfy this abstract convexity property. 
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Our results can be applied to (0.1) to reprove the results stated above and 
extend them to include nonzero initial data. In Section 5, however, we 
consider, as a simple illustration, the problem 
I& + d 5 = EqqU), (t,x)E IR+ XR, 
u(t, x) = du(t, x) = 0, (t,x)E IR+ Xcm, (0.3) 
up, x) = %j(x), q(O, x) = 24 l(X), XEf?, 
where a= (0, L) x (0, 1) c I?*, 0 < L < 1, the function Q has the same 
properties as in (0. 1), a,, E Hi(Q) n H’(Q), and U, E L*(R). We show that 
global solutions exist for small E but fail to exist for large E. 
1. THE LINEAR PROBLEM 
Let Vc H be Hilbert spaces, the containment being continuous and 
injective. We assume V is dense in H and use ((a, . )), (e, -) and I/. /I, 1. ( to 
denote the inner products and norms respectively. Let a(t; U, u) be a family 
of bilinear forms on VX V satisfying a( 0; u, v) E C’(lF?+) for all U, v E I’ 
(R + = [O, +m)); a(t; U, ~)=a(t; V,U) for all U, v E I’, t E Rs; and 
a(t;u,u)+I,~u/2>/a,~~u~~ZforalluEV,forsome~,,a,EIR+,a,>O.We 
assume there is a constant c > 0 such that la’(t; U, v)l < c 11 u II /I v I/ for t E R + 
and all u, u E V where e’(t; U, v) denotes the derivative of u(t; U, v) with U, 
u E V held fixed. Let A(t): I’+ V*, the dual of V, be defined by 
(A@) 24, u) = u(t; U, v). Let 0 < T< fco and suppose U, E V, U, E H, and 
fE L2(0, T; H). We record the following results from Lions and Magenes [S, 
ch. III, Sect. 81. 
THEOREM 1.1. The (hyperbolic) initial value problem 
$+A(r)u=f. O<t<T, (1.1) 
u(O) = uo 3 u’(o)=ul, (1.2) 
has a unique (weak) solution u E B(T) = {u E C([O, T]; V)l u’ = du/dt E 
C([O, T]; H)). In addition we have energy equality for all t E [O, T]; that is 
a@; u(t), u(t)) + lu’(t)12 =@-x uo, uo> + lull* (l-3) 
+ I’ {a’@; u(s), u(s)) + -W-(s>, u’(s))) ds. 
0 
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We make a few remarks regarding the weak problem above. By a solution 
of (1.1) and (1.2) on (0,7’) we mean that u(0) = U, in H and for all 
4 E 9(T) = {I E P[O, +a~): $(T) =4’(T) = 0}, t, E V we have 
Equivalently we can replace $v by WE !P(yO= {wEL*(O, T; y): 
w’ E L*(O, T;H) and v(T) =O}. Since CF(O, T) c Q(T) we see that 
(u’, 0)’ + a@; u, v) = dr; u in the sense of distributions on (0, 7’) for every ) 
v E V. We can therefore assert that (u’, 21)’ + a@; u, V) = V; u), (a.e.) 
t E (0, T), for each v E V. Moreover, iff is continuous then (u’, v)’ exists in 
the classical sense (cf. Hormander [4, p. lo]) and (u’, v)’ + a(& u, u) = (f, V) 
for all t E (0, 7). 
Next we record some further observations on the linear problem in the 
form of a few lemmas. We define a linear map K: Y x H x L*(O, T; H) + 
B(T) by the unique correspondence (u,,, ur,j)-+ u solving (1.1) and (1.2). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let f E L*(O, T, H) and let u = K(u,, ul,f); that is, u is the 
unique solution of (1.1) and (1.2). If u[(,,~) andflC,,,, denote the restrictions 
of u and f respectively to the interval (0, t) c (0, T) then uI(,,~) = 
K(u,, u,,f/~,,,,); that is, uI~~,~) is the unique solution of 
2.4” +A@) u =&l,rp O<s<t, (l-4) 
u(O) = uo 3 u’(O)=u,. (l-5) 
Proof: Since u satisfies (1.1) and (1.2) we have 
lo= [-(~‘7 w’) + a@; u, w>l dt = JOT (.A w) dt + (u, 9 w(O)) 
for all w E Y(T). But by zero extension Y(t) c !P(u(T) for 0 < t < T. Thus 
u](~,~) solves (1.4) and (1.5) and by uniqueness u/(0,1) =K(uo, u,,fJ&. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that z satisfies 
2” +A(t)z =f, O<t<T+r 
z(0) = 0, z’(0) = 0, 
where T > 0, z > 0, f E L*(O, T + z; H) and f(t) = 0 for 0 < t < T. Then 
there exists a function c(r) = c, ec2=, for constants cl > 1, c2 > 0, such that 
{Ilz(t)(l* + Iz’(t)l*}“* <c(r)]/; If(s ds 1 “*, T< t < T+ z. 
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Proof. By the previous lemma z(t) = 0, 0 < t < T. From the hypotheses 
on a(t; U, u) and the energy equality we obtain, for some c > 0, 
010 IIztt112 + Iz’W12 
< & Iz(W + c 5’ IlZ(~>ll’ A + j-’ u-(~I’ + Iz’(w) & 
T T 
Writing z(t) as the integral of z’(s) from T to t we find, for some c > 0, 
min(L ao>{l14112 + lz’@)121 
<j-i if(s ds + c j-1 (llz(~>ll” + IzWl’W. 
By Gronwall’s inequality, for T < t < T + z, 
liz(t) + lz’(t)12 < [min(l, a,)]-’ eC”-T’ 1 1 If(s ds. 
The lemma follows immediately. A similar argument establishes 
LEMMA 1.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, there is a positive 
function c(t) such that 
w~)l12 + Iw12Y’2 < ct~Nll~ol12 + Id2 + lISll~~~0,T;Hd1’2~ (1.6) 
Moreover c(t) is continuous and monotone increasing on [0, +oo) with 
l~c(t)~+cofirO<t<+coandlim,,+,c(t)=+co. 
Let us provide B(T) = {u E C([O, T]; v): U’ E C([O, T]; H)} with the 
Banach space norm 
Ilull B(T) = oI$yT III WI2 + b’W12 1 1’2. 
Let D(T) = VX H X L2(0, T; H) with the norm Il(u,, ~,,f)lJ~(~) = (IIuoj12 + 
b112 + Ilfli~2(0,T:H)~"2' From Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.4 we have the 
following 
COROLLARY 1.5. There is a continuous linear map K: D(T)+ B(T) with 
K(u,, u, ,f) = u, where u is the unique solution of (1.1) and (1.2). In 
addition II 4Im Q c(t)ll@o, ~1 JIlm 3 0 < t < T, where c(t) is the function 
from Lemma 1.4. 
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2. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND CONTINUATION 
Let R, > 0 be a fixed number (possibly R, = +a~). We henceforth assume 
that g is a nonlinear map from the open ball S(R,) = { ZJ E V: (1 vI( < R,} into 
H. Let r be any number, 0 < r <R,, and denote by g(r) the closed ball 
{VE V:I(v(l<r}. w e assume there exists a positive monotone nondecreasing 
function k defined on [0, R,) such that 
I g(u) - g(v)1 GWll 24 - v II 7 vu, v E S(r). (2-l) 
This property of g as map from s(r) into H gives rise to the following time 
dependent property. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a, b, and r be real numbers with a < b and 0 < r < R,. 
The map g: S(R,) + H generates an operator from the set C( [a, b]; S(r)) into 
the space L*(a, b; H). Using g (f%r convenience) also to denote this operator, 
we have 
for all u, v E C([a, b]; S(r)). 
ProoJ: Since t t g(u(t)) is a continuous map from [a, b] into H we know 
that g(u) E L’(a, b; H) whenever u E C( [a, b]; g(r)). The estimate (2.2) 
follows easily from (2.1). 
Let 0 < T < +co. We define another map .F from the set C( [0, T] ; g(r)) 
into the space B(T) c C([O, T]; I’) by setting R(u) = K(u,, u,, g(u)), where 
u,, E V, U, E H are given. As we pointed out in the previous 
lemmag(u) E L*(O, T; H) whenever u E C([O, T]; g(r)); thus jr is well- 
defined. If w =Sr(u) then w is the unique solution of (1.1) and (1.2) with 
f(t) =g(u(t)), 0 < t < T, and w satisfies the energy equality (1.3). Therefore, 
if u =F(u) then u satisfies 
24” +A(t)u =g(u), O<t<T, 
u(O) = ql, u’(0) = u,, 
and also the energy equality 




+ (,’ {a’@, u(s), 4s)) + 2(&(s)), u’(s))) ds. (2.5) 
Conversely, if u solves (2.3) and (2.4) then u satisfies (1.1) and (1.2) with 
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f(t) = g(u(t)), 0 < t < T. Hence by uniqueness u = K(u,, a,, g(u)) and u 
satisfies the energy equality (2.5) as well. Thus the fixed poins of Sr in 
C([O, T]; g(r)) are precisely the solutions of (2.3) and (2.4) satisfying 
(1 u(t)11 < r, 0 < t ,< T, and each solution satisfies (2.5). 
The following estimate will be useful in proving the subsequent theorems. 
LEMMA 2.2. For all u, v E C([O, T]; S(r)), where TE (0, +oo) and 
r E (0, It,), we have 
where c(T) denotes the function from Lemma 1.4. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (1.6) and (2.2) once we have 
written ST(u) -F(V) = K(0, 0, g(u) - g(v)). 
THEOREM 2.3. (Local Existence and Uniqueness). Let r. E (0, R,). Zf 
lluoll < r. then there exists T > 0, T depending on u. and ul, such that the 
initial value problem (2.3) and (2.4) has a unique solution u E B(T). 
Proof: Let 5 E (0, 1) and r E (r,, , R,) be fixed. We take real numbers E, 
6 > 0 so that r. + E + 26 < r. Let us define a constant map f: [0, +co] -+ H 
by setting f(t) =g(u,) for each t. We note that f E L*(O, T; H) for any 
T E (0, +co). Set o = K(u,, u, , f ). Since o is continuous at 0, with 
w(O) = uo, there exists z > 0 such that Ilo - uO(I < E for all t E (0, z). In 
general r depends on u. and ul. Notice that l/o(t)// < r. + E < r for t E [0, r]. 
Choose T > 0 so that T< r and T”*c(T) < min(~/k(r), 6,/((r + rO)k(r))). 
We define a closed subset of C([O, T]; V) by setting 
E = {u E C([O, T]; 0 u(O) = u, and l/u - 41,(Io,r1:vt < 61. 
Since T < r we know w E C([O, T]; S(r)); if u E E then for 0 < t < T we 
have ilu(t < Ilo(t + 6 < r. + E + 6 < r. Hence E c C([O, T]; S(r)). 
Moreover, letting u. denote the constant map t -+ u. and using Lemma 2.2, 
we have for u E E 
< T”*c(T) k(r)(r + ro) < 6. 
Similarly, for u, u E E 
ll~(u) - mJ>ll c((o,rl;v, G t II u - u llc~Io,T1:v~~ 
Thus ST: E -+ E is a contraction and consequently has a unique fixed point u 
in E. Since u = K(u) = K(u,, u,, g(u)) it follows that u f B(T). 
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We show that u is unique. Suppose that tie C([O, r,,]; V) is another 
function satisfying 
UN + A(t) u = g(u), O<t<T,,<T, 
U(O) = uo 7 u’(0) = ul. 
Since both ~7 and o are continuous at 0, with i(O) = u, = w(O), there exists 
r > 0 such that ]]zi--~11 c(to,rl;vj < 6. By the fixed point argument above 
zi=u on [O,z]. Let T,=sup{zE(O,T,):~=u on [O,r]}, T,>z>O. 
Clearly we have C(T,) = u(T,). Suppose that T, < To. Then by continuity 
there exists t > 0, T, + r < To, such that IIu’(t) - u(t)]/ < 6 for all 
t E [T,, T, + r). Now u”= u on [0, T,] and so [(u - w(I~(~~,~,~;~) < 6. For 
t E [T, , T, + r] we have ]I U’(t) - o(t)/1 ,< 26 by the triangle inequality. Hence 
IIC- alI c(lo,r,+rl;vj ,< 26. Define ,!? = {v E C([O, T, + r]; v): v(0) = u. and 
Ilo - 011 C(tO,T,+rl;Yj < 26). We have ,??c C([O, T, -t r]; S(r)) and u, u’E E. 
Arguments similar to those above show that ST: l? --f E is a contraction and 
we conclude u = zi on [0, T, + r]. But this contradicts the definition of T, ; it 
must be that T, = To. Finally, if To < T then u is the unique extension of zi 
to a solution on (0, 7). 
Remark. If g is defined on all of V (i.e., R, = +oo) then we can take r. 
sufficiently large to show that local existence holds for arbitrary initial data. 
In the next theorem we show that solutions can be continued uniquely to a 
larger interval, provided that Ilu(t is bounded away from R, on [0, T]. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Unique Continuation). Suppose that u satisfies (2.3) and 
(2.4) and ]/u(t)]] ( rI < R, for all t E [0, T]. Then there exists z > 0 and a 
unique extension of II to a solution of the inital value problem on the interval 
[0, T + r]. 
ProoJ Let <E (0, 1) and r E (r,, R,) be fixed. Again we take numbers E, 
6 > 0 so that r1 + E + 26 < r. We define an extension C of u to the interval 
[0, +co) by setting U(t) = u(t), 0 < t < T, and U(t) = u(T), T < t < +oo. Let 
f(t) = g(zi(t)) and observe thatfE L’(O, To; H) for all To E (T, +a). We set 
0 = Go, u,, g(U)). BY Lemma 1.2, ~~~~~~~ = K(u,, u,, g(u)) on (0, T) ad 
hence by uniqueness w = u on [0, T]. Furthermore since w is continuous at 
T there exists q > 0 such that IIw(t) - u(T)]] < E for all t E [T, T + n). 
Choose r > 0 so that r < 9 and t1’2~(r) < min{6/(r + rJ k(r), </k(r)}, where 
c(t) denotes the function from Lemma 1.3. Since Ilo(t < rI + E < r, for 
0 < t 4 T + z, we know w E C( [0, T + t]; S(r)). Let us define 
E = {v E C([O, T + r]; V): v = u on [0, T] and 
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If u E E then 
I/VII c([o,r+rl;v) G Il4lccro,r+rl;v, + 6
<r,+E+J<r. 
Hence E c C((0, T + r]; g(r)). F rom Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 it follows that 
Iv-(v) - OJ II C([O.T+T];V) = PTv> -~wIIc~[o,T+r,:v, 
< PC(t) k(r)(r + r,) < 6; 
and for v,,v,EE 
lI~(vJ -mu III 2 c([o,r+r];v) G 7'4(7) W)llv* - v*llc~[o,T+T,;v, 
G r IIV, -%lIC(,O,T+Tl:V)* 
Thus .Y: E + E is a contraction and has a unique fixed point in E. The 
argument for uniqueness of the extension is the same as in Theorem 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.5 (large time uniqueness). For any T > 0 there cun be at 
most one solution of (2.3) and (2.4) satisfying Ilu(t < I-, < R, for some 
rl E (0, R,) and all t E [0, T]. 
Proof. Let ui , u2 be two solutions. By local uniqueness U, = U, on [0, t] 
for some r>O. Let T,=sup(r~(O,T):u,=u, on [O,r]} and set 
u = u, = u2 on [0, T,]. If T, < T then U, and u2 are two different extensions 
of u to a solution on (0, T,) for any T2 E (T, , T). By the previous theorem 
this is impossible. Hence T, = T and U, = u2 on [0, Tj. 
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
In this section we assume that the operator A is independent of t and 
coercive; that is, a@, U) > 01~ IIu 11’ for each u E V. In this case we can (and 
shall) use the equivalent norm ~~u~~~ = u(u, u) on V. For convenience of 
notation we still write 11. II. We intend to show that global solutions (in time) 
exist for the initial value problem 
u” + Au = &4(u), t > 0, (3-l) 
40) = uo 7 u’(0) = u,, (3.2) 
provided that E is small. The function 4 is to have the same local Lipschitz 
property, (2.1), assumed of g in the previous section. We further assume the 
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existence of a functional, called a potential, @: S(R,)-+ R, satisfying 
0(O) = 0 and 
$ @(u(t))= (((u), u'), 0 < t < T, Vu E B(T)n C([O, T]; W,)), (3.3) 
I@@)1 <PO + ~I(~>ll~II>II~II¶ vu E w9 (3.4) 
where k, > 0 and k,(r) is a positive monotone nondecreasing function 
defined on [O,Z?,). As a consequence of these assumptions we have the 
following a priori estimate. 
LEMMA 3.1. We assume {(Ju,~)*+Iu,~~}~‘~<~~<~<R~. rf uE 
C([O, T]; g(r)) is a solution of (3.1) and (3.2) on (0, T) and 
rf - Wol12 + Id’) 
O < & < k; + 2 I @(&))l + r:< 1 + 2/?,(r)) (3.5) 
then u E C([O, T]; ,f?(r,)). 
ProoJ We use energy equality (2.5) and assumption (3.3) to write 
Ilu(t) + IWI’ = llu# + Iu,12 + 2&{@(W) - @(z+,)J, O& t< T. 
Now by force of (3.4) 
llW12 Q II~ol12 + Id2 + W(k, +~~~~>ll~~~~ll~ll~~~~ll + I@Wl  
G Iboll + IA2 +&Pi + 2l@h,I + (1 + 2WNllWl121~ 
Whence 
Ilu(t < lhl12 + Id2 + E&i + 21@04,N < r2 
1 - ~(1 + X,(r)) 1, 
O<t<T, 
the latter inequality being equivalent o (3.5). Notice that from (3.5) we have 
that 1 > ~(1 + 2k,(r)). 
THEOREM 3.2 (global existence). Let r. E (O,R,). If {Il~,ll’ + l~,l~I”~ <
r. < r, < r < R, and E satisfies (3.5) then there exists a unique global 
solution of (3.1) and (3.2). 
ProoJ From the local existence theorem we know that a unique solution 
U* exists on the interval (0, 7’) for some T > 0 and II* E C( [0, T]; g(r)). We 
define a set Z = {T E (0, +co): U* is a solution on (0, 7’) with 
u~C([o,Tl;S(r))}. Note that if TEZ then tEZ for all tE(O,T) by 
Lemma 1.2; hence Z is a nonempty connected set. If T E Z then by the 
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previous Lemma u E C([O, T]; $(r,)). Therefore by the continuation 
theorem, if T E I there exists t > 0 such that T + z E I; hence I is open. We 
show that I is closed and therefore I = (0, +co). 
Let { T,,}~=, be a sequence in I which converges to To. If T,, = too then 
I = (0, +co) and there is nothing to prove. We therefore assume To < +a~. 
Also, we need only consider the case T,, < T,, for every n. From Lemma 3.1 
we have u E C([O, T,]; S(r,)) for each n and thus u E C([O, T,,); g(r,)). 
Hence g(u) E L*(O, T,, ; H). Let o = K(u,, U, , g(u)) be the unique solution of 
the linear problem with f(t) = g(u(t)). We have u(t) = w(t), 0 < t < To, and 
therefore u extends to a solution on (0, To). Moreover u E C([O, T,,]; $(r,)) 
and thus T,, E I. 
Remark. If # is defined on all of V (i.e., R, = + 00) then we can take rl, 
r sufficiently large to show that (3.1) and (3.2) have a unique global solution 
for arbitrary initial data, provided that E satisfies (3.5). 
4. GLOBAL NONEXISTENCE 
We again take g(u) = &Q(U), where E > 0 and 4: S(R,) -+ H satisfies (2.1). 
Let A be independent of t and let 1, E R, o, E V be an eigenvalue, vector 
pair for A. Thus a(~,, V) =Ai(wi, v) for all u E V. 
Let R1=coIwllR,,, where c, is the embedding constant for Vc H. Then 
II @>ll < Ro implies (u(t), 0,) < R 1 . Or, stating the countrapositive 
(u(t), w,) 2 R, implies Ilu(t 2 R,. Let .4G be the class of functions 
v E C(-co, R i) with the property that v(s) 2 y, > 0 for s0 < s < R, , for a 
pair of fixed numbers sO, y,. We further assume of d that for some w E Y 
Mu), %> a v((u, 4) Vu E S(R,). (4.1) 
This can be thought of as an abstract Jensen’s inequality as we shall see in 
the application. To this function v we associate three functions which arise 
naturally in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let YE C’(-co, R,) be the unique 
antiderivative of v/ satisfying ‘Y(0) = 0. For c, s E (-co, R,) and E > 0 we set 
and 
H(s, E) = -$I$ +&Y(s), 
W(S, c, E) = 2[H(s, E) - H(c, E)]. 
The following lemma will be used in proving Theorem 4.2. We assume 
henceforth that w is the function in (4.1) with s,,, y, fixed. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let E, =A, sup{s[ly(s)]-‘: so < s <R,}. For ~11 c > sl 
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(i) H(s, E) is strictly increasing in s for s0 < s < R 1, 
(ii) o(s, c, E) is strictly increasing in s for s0 ,< s < R, and therefore 
o(s,c,~)>Ofors>c, 
(iii) for sO < c < R, we have 
I :’ [co@, c, E)]-l’* ds < +m. 
Proof. Taking a partial derivative we find for s, < s < R, 
ff,(s, E) = -4s + my(S) =v(s)[ E - 1, &] > 0. 
Thus (i) and (ii) follow immediately. Notice that 
,im w(s, c, E) 
= 2H,(c, E) > 0, s,<c CR,. 
s-v s-c 
Hence there exists 6 > 0 such that U(S, C, E) > (S - c) Hs(c, E) for c < s < 
c + S; and 
i 
ct6 
[w(s, c, c)] -I’* ds < +m. c 
Since o(s, c, E) > w(c + 6, c, E) > 0 for s > c + 6 we have established (iii). 
We now consider nonexistence of global solutions. Let u be a solution on 
(0, T) of 
24” + Au = qqu), O<t<T, (4.2) 
40) = uo, u’(O)=u,. (4.3) 
Of course u(t) E domain ) = S(R,) (a.e.) t E (0, T). The next theorem shows 
that we cannot have solutions of (4.2) and (4.3) for all T > 0 if E is 
sufficiently large. In the proof we use the functions H(s) = H(s, E) and 
o(s, c) = w(s, c, E) defined above with the dependence on E suppressed. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let u. E V, u1 E H be given with jluoll < R,. Let 4 satisfy 
(4.1) with v(s)>yo > 0 for s,<s <RI and let E > E, =I, sup{s[t~Q)]-~: 
so < s < R,}. If (uo, OJ > so and (ul, OJ > 0 then the local solution u(t) 
cannot be continued to a global solution. 
ProoJ Suppose that u(t) can be continued to a global solution; then we 
must have IIu(t)(l < R, for almost all t > 0. Let U(t) = (u(t), w,) and observe 
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that 1 U(t)1 < c0 11 u(t)lll oi ) < R i (a.e.) t > 0. Since u(t) is a solution of (4.2) 
and (4.3) and wi E V it follows from the definition of weak solution that 
U” + A, U= E@(U), wl) for t > 0. Hence U” + 1, U> sty or 
U" > -1, U + &y(U) = H’(U) for all t > 0. Since U”(0) >, H’(U(0)) = 
H’((u,, wi)) > 0 by the previous lemma and U’(O) > 0 by assumption it 
follows that for some q > 0, U’(t) > 0 on (0, q). Thus 
U/‘(t) u’(t) 2 H’(U(t)) u’(t), O<t<rj. 
After a quadrature we find 
u’(t) 2 (I U’(0)12 + w(U(t), u(o))p2, o<t<?j. 
From this we deduce that U’(t) > 0 for all t > 0, owing to the fact that 
o(s, U(0)) is positive for all s E (U(O), R,). Therefore we have, for all t > 0, 
t< 1 t{Iu’(0)(2+O(U(t),U(0))}-1’2 U’(t)dt 0 
1 
U(t) = { ( U’(O)l’ + co@, U(O))} - 1’2 ds 
U(O) 
I R’ < {w(s, U(O))} - 1’2 ds. U(O) 
Since the last integral is finite by Lemma 4.1, this is clearly a contradiction. 
Therefore u cannot be continued to a global solution. 
Remark. There may be a smaller value e2 < E, for which we still have 
nonexistence of global solutions when E > 6,. Indeed what is actually needed 
in the proof are the implications that o(s, U(O), E) > 0 for U(0) < s < R, and 
that the last integral above converges, whenever E > s2. This does not 
necessarily require that H(s, E) be increasing on so < s < R, , as is guaranteed 
by taking E > E, . 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 actually shows that a necessary condition for 
the continuation of the local solution to a solution on the interval (0, T) is 
that 
{ 1 U’(O)l’ + w(s, U(O))} - 1’2 ds. 
Since U(t) < R, while u(t) E dam(d), an upper bound for T is 
To = 
s 
R’ {I U’(O)]’ + w(s, U(O))}-“2 ds. 
U(O) 
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If u can be continued to a solution on the interval (0, T,,) then necessarily 
U(T,,) = R, and hence (1 u(TJlj = R,. That is ZJ wanders out of the domain of 
d at time T,,. We next show that this is essentially what happens for some 
time T* < T,. 
THEOREM 4.3 (abstract quenching). Under the hypothesis of Theo- 
rem 4.2, there exists T* E (0, T,] and u nondecreasing sequence {t,} ,“= 1with 
lim n~a, t, = T* such that u is a solution on (0, t,,) for every n and 
lim,+, II &Jl = Ro. 
Pro05 We know there is a unique local solution u* on (0, 7’) for some 
T > 0 and of course u*(t) E S(R,), 0 < t Q T. We define a set 
Z= {TE (0, +co): u* is a solution on (0, 7’) and u* E C([O, T]; S(R,))}. 
Note that if T E Z then t E Z for all t E (0, 7); hence Z is nonempty and 
connected. Furthermore if T E Z then r = maxgG,<, Ilu(t < R,. Thus by 
continuation there exists r > 0 such that T + 5 E I; hence Z is open. Since 
I# (0, +co) by the previous theorem, Z is not closed. We must have 
Z = (0, T*) for some T* < T,. Note that T* @ I. Let {T,,} ,” I be an increas- 
ing sequence in Z with lim,,, T,, = T*. We set r,, = max,,<lcT, Ilu(t and 
observe that rn < R,, r,, < r,+l for all n. Hence r* = lim,,, r,, exists and 
r* <R,. Now if r* < R, then by the same argument used in Theorem 3.2 
one shows T* E Z, a contradiction. Therefore we must have r* = R,. If t, is 
selected so that t, > t,- i and 11 u(t,)ll = maxgGtcT, I( u(t)11 = r, then t, + T* 
and lim,,, 1) u(t,)ll = R,. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
We consider the problem of the nonlinear vibrating supported plate 
u,, + A *u = qqu), (4x)E iR+ XL?, (5-l) 
u(t, x) = Au(t, x) = 0, (t,x) E IR+ x aa, (5.2) 
up, x) = u,(x), Ut(O, x) = Ul(X) x E a, (5.3) 
where A is the rectangle (0, L) x (0, 1) c R2, 0 < L < 1, and 
4 E C’(-co, M) is convex with lim,,,- #(u) = +co. Here M > 0 and for 
simplicity we assume 4(O) > 0, g’(O) > 0. In the previous setting we have 
H = L*(.f2) and V= H&Q) n H*(D). Alternately, V is the closure in H*(Q) 
of the set D = (4 E P(fi): 4(x) = d#(x) = 0, x E 6X?}. We have A = A* and 
a(,,.,=/ AuAvdx, U,VE v. 
n 
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Notice that 11 u II* = a(u, U) defines a norm on V, for if I( u 11 = 0 then AU = 0 in 
R and u = 0 on 8J2; hence u = 0. From the Sobolev embedding theorem we 
know V c C(b). If (xi, x2) E R then 
u(x* 7 x2) = j;’ u,(x, , s) ds = 1;’ 1;’ u,,(r, s) dr ds. 
Similarly 
1 L 
u(x, 3 -4 = II u,,(r, s) dr ds x2 XI 
=- ji* j:, usr(r, s) dr ds = - ji, jr’ u,,(r, s) dr ds. 
Thus we obtain 
4 IG,>x2)1 <j-l \” ldr, s>l drds <L”* ll~x,x211Lw~~ 
0 -0 
Hence II u II Lqa) G W6)“’ II~x,,211tw~~ Now for all $ E D we have 
Il~x,x,llLw, 1 < 2-i’* ~~~~~ and passing to the limit shows the same is true for 
u E V. This yields the embedding inequality. 
1141 Lm(R) G (~/32)‘/* IIU /I 3 IA E v. (5.4) 
From the Fourier series representations of U, Au and Parseval’s identity we 
deduce the embedding inequality 
I~I=ll~II 
L2 
LW)~ n2(1 +L2) IW II LZ(f2) = co II 2.4 II> u E v. (5.5) 
We take the domain of 4 to be the open ball S(R,) where 
R, = M(32/L)“*; if Ilu II < R, then [u(x)1 < A4 for all x E Q. For any 
r~ (0, R,) we set K(r) = max{l#‘(z)l: IzI < r(L/32)“*}. If U, v E g(r) = 
(UE V:Ilull<r) then 
<K(r)]j lu-vl’dxl”*~k,(r)llu-L./, 
R 
where k,(r) = c,K(r). We define the functional @: S(R,) -t IR by 
‘D(u) = ja j;(x) 4(s) ds dx. 
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Clearly Q(O) = 0. It is not difficult to show that 
for u E {V E C([O, T]; S(R,)): U’ E C([O, T];H)}. By using Taylor’s theorem 
we estimate for u E S(r), 
By the Holder and Minkowski inequalities we have 
I@(u>l& ]jR [Id( +tW)l~(x)l’~~1’2 ]i, l4x)l’dx/ 1’2 
G v2 IWI + +w lul) Iul 
G (kl + ~*wll~II)II~II~ 
where k, = c,, L ‘I2 Id(O)1 and k,(r) = $$K(r). 
An eigenvalue-vector pair for A2 (plus the boundary conditions) is 
1, = ~~(1 + L-2)2 and o,(x) = (7r2/4L) sin(nx,/L) sin rrx2. If u E S(R,) then 
lu(x)l < M for all x E 0. Thus we may apply Jensen’s inequality to show 
We set R, = c,, Icu, IR, = ML/,/? (1 + L*) and observe that R, < M; hence 
4 E c’(-co, R,). Thus we can take w = 4 in (4.1) with s,, = 0, y0 = o(O) so 
that v(s) > y, if s > s,, . 
Having verified all the needed hypotheses we now state Theorem 5.1 below 
as a corollary to the previous general results. For convenience we set 
THEOREM 5.1. (a) rf (IV: + N:)“2 < r,, < M(32/L)“‘, rl is any number 
such that r0 < r, < A~f(32/L)‘/~, and e0 is defined by 
r: - (IV: + N:)“’ 
Co = ki + 2 I @(uo)l + r:( 1 + 2k,(r)) ’ 
then global solutions of (5.1)-(5.3) exist for all E, 0 < E < eo. 
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(b) Iflv, < M(32/L)1’2, 
J^ u&) sin 7 sin 1uc2 dx > 0, a 
j 
u,(x) sin 5 
L 
sin 7rxZ a5 > 0, 
a 
and E > e1 = n4(1 + L-2)2 sup{s[#(s)]-‘: 0 <s <R,}, then (5.1)-(5.3) have 
a unique local solution which cannot be continued to a global solution in 
time. 
In this case we can prove more than nonexistence of global solutions. We 
can actually show that the solutions must quench in finite time, in the sense 
that m(t) = max{u(t, x): x E 52) reaches M at some time TE (0, +a). If u is 
a solution on [0, T] and m(r> < M then we claim that u can be extended to a 
solution on a larger interval. Since m(t) < A4 does not necessarily imply that 
IIu(t)ljY < R, we need to modify the arguments of Section 2 to obtain this 
continuation result. Notice that we only have knowledge of u(t) in the 
weaker topology of Lm(G). We therefore replace the space V by the space 
L”O(f2). 
Let S,(M) = {u E Lco(fl): J141tm(nj < M). Clearly for $ E C’(-00, M) we 
have 4: S,(M)-+ H= L2(f2). For any I E (0, M) we set g,(r) = 
{u E L’O(J2): ((u((~~(~) < F-J. If k(Y) = ~““_max{l@(s)l: /s( < r\ then 
I$(u> - 4(v)l G W)ll u - u IILW?~ for all u, Y E S,(r). Thus 4 l+s property 
(2.1) in the weaker topology of L”O(0). If u E C([a, b]; S,(r)) then 
4(u) E L2(a, b; H) and 
Hence 4 generates an operator from C([a, b]; gm(r)) into L2(u, b; H) which 
has the local Lipschitz property above. 
Let 0 < T < +oo and define Ya: C([O, T]; g,(r))-+ C([O, T]; Loo(Q)) by 
setting Ym(u) = i 0 K(u,, u, , Q(u)) where i denotes the inclusion map B(T) c 
‘WA Z-1; Lm(Q)); recall that V c La,(Q). Observe that 
II?&) -STm(“)llccIo,Tl;Lm(n)) 
= II i 0 WA 0, b(u) - ~(“))llc(~o,r~;~m(n), 
G WW”2 IIW, 0, (b(u) - W)~lcw~:v, 
< (L/32)“’ c(TII9@> - ~Wllm,,~;~~ 
< (L/32Y2 c(T) T1’2~(411u - u IIc~,o,~~;~w~~ 
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Having established these prerequisite estimates, it is now clear that the 
arguments of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can be repeated with V replaced 
throughout by La(Q). Thus if (]u(t)(],,o, < M for all t E [0, 7’1 then u can 
be extended to a larger interval [0, T + t] for some r > 0. 
We now show that under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1(b) there is a 
unique local solution which quenches in finite time. In fact we already know 
that there is a unique local solution which cannot be continued to a global 
solution. From the proof of Theorem 4.2 we know that U(t) is increasing so 
that 0 < U(0) < U(t). Since W,(X) dx is a probability measure we have 
U(t) < m(t) and hence m(t) > 0 for all t in the interval of existence. If u is a 
solution on [0, T] and m(t) < M, 0 & t < T, then Jlu(t)JI,,(,, = m(t) < A4, 
0 < t < T. Therefore u can be continued as a solution to a larger interval. 
But at any time t for which m(t) < A4 we may apply Jensen’s inequality to 
show (O(u), d 2 4(( U, wi)). That is we may take y = 4 in (4.1) with Y(s), 
H(s), and cu(s, c) now being defined for --co < s < A4 and -co < c < M. 
Repeating the arguments in Theorem 4.2 shows that 
I 
m(l) 
t< {IU’(O)l’ + o(s, u(o))}-1’2 ds < -tco 
U(O) 
for any t in the interval of existence. Clearly we must have m(f) = A4 at some 
time t< T,, where 
M To = {IU’(O)l’ + o(s, U(O))}-“* ds < +co. 
U(O) 
Remarks. (1) The above results show that for the problem 
u,, + A% = qqu) (t,x)E [R+ xn, 
u(t, x) = Au@, x) = 0 (t,x)E IR+ xal2, 
u(O, x) = u,(x), q(O, x) = u,(x), x E R, 
where Q = (0, a) x (0, b), 0 < a Q b, global solutions exist if b is small but 
do not exist if b is large. We change variables I, = bplxl, x’, = b-lx*, 
t”= b-*t (a congruent scaling of the rectangle) to obtain (5.1)-(5.3) with 
L = a/b and E = b4. 
(2) We can consider more general domains 0 in (S.l)-(5.3). In fact 0 
could be any reasonably smooth domain in IR2 or (R’; for in this case the 
first eigenfunction of the Laplacian (with u = 0 on %2) is positive in R (cf. 
Courant and Hilbert [3]) and hence the biharmonic operator (with 
u = Au = 0 on X!) has a positive eigenfunction in R. 
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(3) The above methods also apply to the case in which ~2 is a disc in 
the plane and the boundary conditions u = du = 0 on J2 are replaced by the 
boundary conditions u = au/&~ = 0 on s1. In this case we again have a 
positive eigenfunction which can be used as 0,. 
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